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ST'BDIISSIONI GT'IDEI.TNES F1OR TTIE AIWiT,E
The following submission guidelines must be followed for the
Fall 1998 issue. All pieces must:

l.

Be t1ryed (space according to your preference)

2. Include a cover letter which contains the author's

name,
address (campus or off-campus), phone number (home & work), artd
the tifle(s) of the piece(s) submitted

3. Not include tJle author's name or personal information
on any pages of

haiku

written text

4. Contain I

piece per page only if writing a poem or

Regrettably, we are unable to accept any piece which does not
follow these guidelines. If you have any questions concerning
submission guidelines, please contact ttre new Editor, Erin Hopkins,
in the Writing Center [Science 225) at 385-8219. Thank you.
*** Please note: if you would like your submissions returned
after the issue is published, please include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope.

**1{l submissions are judged anon5rmously.
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A lret,ter frqn the Editor
This issue of The Arwb has been the most arduous issue !o put
together this year becausJit is mylinal.issue as Editor and the last
such a wonderful group.of
;pF;""itthat I will have to wdrk with nag?zrne.ha9.leen
a major
tt^"ia *orkihg, talented individuals. This
in my life and it's hard to believe that ifs over.
"""o*plishrfrent
Literature and the arts are very importarrt to the future and well
being of every studenfs life. The Artgle p-rovides a venue where
their craft and be recognized for their
pro"[.ctive ririters can p_erfect
^7'he
ArWLe has given me an added opportunity
bfoti". Being a writer ,
itttg F9
rifling ableTo see, from begirihing to E_ompl9ug,,*h1tforgoes
recognizing
;"t*6oi a refined literary iragazine- I salute Fisher
the nedd to cultivate the hlerary scholar in all of us.
There are many people *ho have helped- me continue to bring
out thi reality of Tlte ArUit".I would like to take this opportunity to
of them for their invariable-su-pport and
ideas
""tto*fedge"each
,rttait"t"trEittg. Thank you to l(atie Farnam for her continuousjob.
ald input, noito menti6n her terrific last min-ute proofreading
.
and
Kevin
as
such
facilitators
scene
the
behind
Tfurt^V"u to all the
Devin in central duplicating for cleaning up Fe issue after hurricane
Heather blows throirgh. Moreover, I woula nte to thank all those
qr*p"UtiUc hearts f6t .t"*"t1g {V digtress call and saving The
i"gt"'" aesthetic nature. I would alSo hke to thank Tte Angle's..
ouistanding staff members for all of their hard work and dedication.
Cr""t job pEople! And, thanl! you Dr. Judiana l,awrence for helping
not have been
;. p#p ; fo? Floom. This Ulerary-mryyrne would who
gave up
suclr a-success this year if it wasn't for all the-people
many"I long hours to inake this endeavor possible'
woirld like to extend a special thailk you t9 both M'J' Iuppa
and Dr. Bruce Sweet for their encouragement and continuous
through active participation ana-Uy 9g.g:t and indirect
"rpport I will tii"" you UbUr ve"y much. In-addition, I would Uke to
mea,ns.
extend an extra sp6cial thank ybu to Dr. Theresa Mcolay' She has
and $rgrrsth to carry.on t{g..,tpdiuon of
d;ilUt"out such
"oonaence
an honorablg literary T?9*F9... Withgut he-r oqen
frutting
hooffiU"y, I would have surely checfred into Willard. Also, thanks
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I sflll have all my hair. This magadrrc would not have been a
rs without her patience and gutdance.
Lasfly, I would like to thank you, the reader. wthout you ?|re
le would not have the ctrance to let the wrttten word come altve.
Being the Edltor this year has fflled me wtth many fond
rries of Flsher because The Argla has glven me a-sense of
nent and accompllshmerrt. It ts wfth great honor tlrat I pass ttre
as Edltor of The Angle to my frtend Erln Hopldns. Now you will
to by-pass my record of 93 submisslons for bne bsue. fu
and bless you alll
,

h/L
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A

trfiessagre

frqn the Assistant Editor

As this year draws to a close, I can't help but think back on the
time that I have spent at Fisher. We start college as timid *freshman",
and we grow through the years to become confident individuals. It is
througlr our contacts with others, along with our many experiences,
that we walk awury from our college experience with so much more
tllat we ever could have imagined. And it is those that touch our lives
along the way that will be remembered always.
I want to thank everyone who has put so much effort into the
Angle and the En$ish Club over tlle last couple of years. It has been
a wild ride, but I must say it has been a fabulous one. It is never just
the people in leadership positions who make somettring wonderful
happen like these two clubs. It is the combined effort, and care, artd
love for a project by all its members that tmly makes something a
success. We can no\M look back with a smile at all we have
accomplished together. I would like at this time to tell Heather what a
pleasure it has been to work with her this year. She did a wonderful
job as Editor, and I wish her all of the best in her future plans. We

aia iu
On a personal note, there are a few people who I would like to
thank for all that they have done for me over the last tlrree years.
First and foremost, I would like to thank Dr. Theresa Nicolay for
$ving me the confidence to believe in myself and for helping me not
only find my trre passion, but also to lind my niche in ltfe. I want to
poetr5r, and Dr.
thank M.J. Iuppa for giving me the wonderfirl $ft of -ttrarrk
Laurel Black foi helping me nna my voice. I warrt to
Dr.
Wendell Howard for sharing hris love and knowledge of the theater
with me, and I warrt to thank Dr. Margot Backus for being such a
wonderful friend and confidante. I want to thank Dr. Deb Vanderbilt
for her incredible support and for always knowing how to make me
laugh, and I want to thank Dr. John Mawomatis for always watching
my back (it's a ffgure of speech--come onll) and for just being the
greatest. I warrt to thank Dr. David Sanders for his overwhelming
patience and invaluable insiglrt, and I want to give a special thanks to
Dr. Bruce Sweet for his wonderful words, his guid€urce, and his
unconditional support and love. Most of all, I warrt to thank Dr.
Judiana Lawrence for being my mentor, my cheerleadi4g squad, my
shoulder, and someone who always believed in me. Your wisdom,
inner beaut5r, and grace is something I can only hope to halfinray
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Iast but not least, Tfacy, Jack, Mark, and Monica you guys are
pst frlends Eutyone could ever ask for. I will mlss you dearly

I leave.
FInaIty, I ask lhat e\reryone $ve their support to Erln Hopldns
fftEof tlre Angte), Mark Eourer5 (Pnestdent biUre Engtrsh Cfub),
F$dam Geoqge (A,ssistarrt Eclltor of tlle Angle and Vtbe Prestdent of
e4nsh Club. I think they will do a wonderfi,rlJob on the Angle
':LhEllsh Club next year.

;

again to all, it's been gfeatll
e D. Farnarn, Asst. Editor/Pres. of the Eng[sh Club
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Flrst Prize Wtnraer

lItre Butcher
A shadow slid across the woman's face on the late
September day. A cold \rdnd whipped the clouds, their
formations slicing the sun into lop-sided, jagged pieces.
Even with the cool air coming through the open kitchen
window, drops of sweat bubbled up on Joyce's lip and
brow.

*Damn hot flashes,"
she cursed, as she wiped her
damp forehead \Mith the back of her sleeve.
Through tJ:e window above the sink she could see
her father hunched in his wheelchair, his beloved
dachshund cradled in one a.rm. His green plaid stadium
blanket lay slipping over his shoulders, exposing the narly
blue cardigan he refused to let Joyce wash for him. The
sweater smelled like perspiration, which was no better and
no worse than the rest of him. Joyce thought of her
father's odor as 'the old man smell', part body odor, part
mildew, part urine. Fofty-five ye€rrs after a childhood
spent avoiding this man, Joyce was trapped into becoming
the caretaker. If it weren't for the money coming from his
pension, Joyce would have put him away years ago.
Where were the clouds, that in her childhood,
transformed into dragons, elephants and fanry-coifed
poodles? Today, she saw slate-colored knives and purpletipped swords thmsting across the slqy. "I should fix his
blanket, ttrat's what a good daughter would do," she told
herself.

'"fhe hell with it," she said to tl".e empty kitchen. If he
had been a half-way decent father, she would sit with him
right rlow, and listen to the stories she had heard a
hundred times before. He remembered the cocldghts of
L922, but damned if he knew whettrer or not he took his
heart pills that morning. 'Maybe things would be
different," she told herself, "if he hadn't earned his living as
a butcher." Or, seem to er{oy it as much as he obviously
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did.
She remembered that as a young girl her new friends
insisted on obserying how a cow became a hamburger.
Joyce would lead them from her family's living room to the
store in the front of their house. with fingernails cutting
into her clenched palms, Joyce would shrink into the door
as her father sharpened his knives, putting on a show
while pretending not to see his audience. WiUr a flourish,
he would cut the flesh that ooznd blood as if he were one of
the Arabian thieves she'd seen in Saturday afternoon
black-and-white movies. Those men withtheir dark skin,

9rr"ty clothes and cavalier attitude toward killing repulsed
her. No one ever wanted a second show, but Joyce was
oqposed to tl:e c€unage with every new friend.
As a teenager, Joyce felt doubly outraged when she
learned that she had to live with the-monthly flow of her
o\nrl blood. when her father found out, he seemed to taunt

her.

"Now you can bear your own young'uns and suckle
them, too, just like this here mama pig did with her brood.

I bet theyte squealing right no\ r, loo-kin'for her." He
swung tl:e terified pig up onto the butcher block and
pefore_Joyce could move, slit the pig's neck. Btood gushed
from- the gurgling mouth, streame-d-down its chin, billy
and hooves, trickling onto tlle ule floor. Joyce ran to trer
room and threw her shoes awzry when she discovered she
had tracked the pig's blood onto her carpet.
His heartlessness went beyond a detachment to his
livelihood. Stray animals were neutered without benefft of
anesthesia. Her father placed the unsuspecting critter in a
Qurlap bag, su/ung it around into dizzyrngdisorientation,
then made his cut with a pocket knife bef6re the animal
could escape. Each was left to lick its wounds and some of
them died from the ordeal.
With time, her sisters and brothers learned not to
become attached to ttre arrimals living with them, especially
after one memorable Sunday afternoon. Their moth-er,
who lived to serve her husbind, called out to them in tlle
yard.
'Time to eat kids, everyone inside."

Published by Fisher Digital Publications, 1998
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There u/as no ignoring that order, as everyone was
expected at Sunday dinner, the only day of the week their
father didn't work. He was already seated in his chair as
the youngsters washed their hands and fell one by one
into ttreir seats. His normally dour face held a crooked
gfin with little bits of pasty saliva clogging the corners of
his lips.
"Does €ulyone recognize our guest?" her father asked

innocenfly.
There was no one at the table besides the family. The
children didn't know how to react to theA father, who
rarely talked to them, let alone joked with them.
"George, does dinner look familiar"" he asked Joyce's
youngest brother.
George scanned the table, seeing the usual fresh
vegetables from the garden, home-baked bread, mashed
potatoes and meat sliced and laid out on a platter. As he
was about to answer his father, he saw the metal-studded
collar lyrng near his plate. He picked it up and the tiny
bell attached to it tinkled. It belonged to his pet la:rrb,
Chico.
"You'll have to ftnd something else to pull your
wagon, son. You can't go gettin' sentimental about these
animals, kids. I raise them to put food on the table for you
and all my customer's kids. Now eat up, everyone, and
stop your cryin'!"
George sat at the table the rest of tlle afternoon and
evening, refusing to eat his beloved lamb. He would not be
excused from the table until he did. When his father finally
went to bed, George's mother held her sobbing son to her
breast, repeating quiefly in his ear, "I'm so sorry, I'm so
sorry for ever5rthing. "
Joyce's hands began to sting and she let go of tlle
wash cloth wrung Ughtly in her hands. Cuts as small as
raz,or nicks pulsed raw and red on her fingers. Old men's
diapers were as irritating to skin as those of a baby's. The
blanket had slipped entirely from her father's shoulders
nour.

'Uoyce, come here, girl, Gretel's not movin'. She ain't
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breathin, neithert" Her father's screechy volce pierced
tlre rushi4g of the wind.
.loycJhad been u/atflng for this day. Sll" grabbed the
Itmp sausage dog by the sldn of lts neck, and wtttrout
checn4g foi sgns of llfe, she tossed the ltttle bodydown
the steep ravine on ttre edge of her yard. Igngrin$ he-r
father's-ctrotCng cry, she tltrned her back to hlm and
started for the f,ou-se. Her foot dtslodged the brake on his
left wheel, sendl4g it forwald in a lurrch. The ottrer bralre
locked on, causing the chalr to sptn in Joyce's direcflon.
Her fatlrer's eyes held ttre telror of a trapped animal.
Joyce smiled at hei father and sald, 'One's enouglr for
today, Dad, don t you ttdnk?'
--Arlne Steger
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Second Prize Winner

SheiLa
Sheila sat in a dim corner of her favorite summertime
coffeehouse and sipped the cup of herbal tea she had
poured from the cFpped china teapot- cooling-on thc.table
in front of her. Her knees were tucked under her while she
leaned against one of tlle large pillows thrown on the
lumpy sofa. She watched all the customers walking
throrigh the heary wooden door without being s9en. {he
slenddr, longhair6d brrrnette took particular notice of one
short, redhe-aded, athletic-looking wom€u:t' when she
ordered a vanilla cappuccino, glanced Sheila s way and
smiled. Oh mg, sPte's goirW to come ouer here.
She'll want to share couch space and we'll start
talking and discover we adore The Indigo Girls and Alison
BechdEl. We'll have the same favorite teams and she ll say
she plays tennis too. I'll mention my favorite musical and
she'fl tetl me how she's been working on a play for years
and years. I'll offer to write her some music and we'll sit on
the iouch until they kick us out because we won't lorow
how much time has passed.
LiE. Her name will beUn. And we'll have the same
middle name.
We'll exchange phone numbers and call each other
the next day and Jpeha hours on the phqqe t"lLittg about
our lives. rfr/e'il wa[t< in the park while holding hands and
order hot dogs from the man with tJ:e blue and o{ange
umbrella wh-o'll be surprised. We'll go to the outdoor
amphitheater where there are trees and sit on a soft
hv6nder blanket, eat our hot dogs, drink our lemonade
and feel the cool shade on our sun-waJ:rned skin. The
robin in the tree above us with the young birds in her nest
will poop on the blanket. We'll be surprised and laugfr
and wipe the poop away.
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We'll start spending nights at each other's apartments
and leave spare clothing in each other s closets. She'll be a
terrifi.c chef and cook the grandest banquets with rich,
creamy sauces and fresh bahed rolls and pies. I'll feed her
chicken noodle soup when she's sick. We'll share
toothbmshes and tampons. Our parents will tell us how
cute we €rre and we'll move in together and get a joint
checking account.
In the winter, we'll babysit for her sister's kids and
they'll call me 'Aunt She She.' All four of us will get to the
park where we ate our hot dogs in the summer and build
snowrnen. We'll have snowball ffghts and her niece and I
will urin while her nephew starts pouting. Then we'll dot
the landscape with dozens of snow angels and go back
home to enjoy steaming mugs of hot cocoa topped with
whipped cream. That night, I'll rub her sore muscles with
Ben-Gay while she says she's too old to play with kids.
Then, one day, she'll be PMS-ing and complain about
the way I put the toilet paper on ttre roll so that the paper
goes under instead of over or how I never wash the dishes
right after I'm done eating or how I leave the cap off tl'e
toothpaste. Another day, I'll get angry about the way she
leaves her difty clothes in heaps on the floor and how she
smokes too much. I'll tell her she's a slob and not mean it,
but feel inside that I do. We'll order Chinese take-out from
the restaurant on the corner of our block. She'll get food
poisoning and blame me.
She ll want to spend more time alone or with her
friends and I'll make spaghetti urith tofu balls because
she's allergic to soy products. I'll drink the last of tlle soda
and because I didn't go out immediately to the store to
buy more, she'll "accidentally'' drop my toothbmsh into
the cat's litter box. We'll have stopped sharing them by
now. She'll stay out all night and come home in the
morning smelling of beer and stale cigarettes and have
lipstick on her collar. I'll throw her picture at the wall and
watch the $ass frame it's in shatter irrto a million dazzlir:rg
flashes of light and be happy. She'll move out and take the
cat, who loved me more, wittr her.
Oh rw, thought Sheila. Here she comes. I better let
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her down easA.
'Hey, naUyt" exclaimed the red-haired athlete'
'Heilo yourself, gorgeous!" rgplig{ the Ylung, cleanshaven manin the chair nsrt to Sheila s couch. "How was

work?"
sheila stood up, tipped her favorite hostess with a
sheet of paper and fter f,ftone number and walked out of
the coffeitr6use into the breezy surnmer evening. "It
wouldn't have worked anywai," she told herself as she
fumbled with the combinaUoh lock on her bike and begart
pedaling home.
--Sabrina K. Beach
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ThirdhizeWtnner

EL DiabLo
As El Diablo sailed gracefully over the back fence, he
took a glance over his shoulder at Sam, who was
befuddled. If Sam were capable of detecting the various
expressions on Diablo's faCe, he would have noticed that
th6 most prominent feature was a rog-uish grin, smeared
from ear tb ear. As Diablo's feet touched the grass on the
other side, his mind raced with ideas as to how he would
enjoy his newfound freedom. Escapin$ was simple this
moriring. The humans must have b.9+ up too late
watchirig television--typical. He would_probably stgn by
to occaslonally look in on them, from afar, until he decided
to actually come home. Oh, he was planning to_ retyrn' perhaps [e wasn't human, but he wasn't stupid either; he
i.new *frictt side his bread was buttered on. He simply felt
that he was due for a holidaY.
When it came right down to it, Diablo actually
enjoyed living with Sam and Holly. They were affectionate,
coirdiderate, th.y fed him well and what's more thgy gave
him a cool name. He could have been a Fido or a Rex, and
for a fine specimen of Great
that wouldn't be too dignified
-As much as he loved them, he was
Dane such as himself.
too sad to conclude that they probably wouldn't last
together at the rate they weie going. The big dog decided
Urat he wouldn't worrlr about how he was going to save
their relationship at tliat moment. He was on vacation. Of
course, there was that one piece of business first.
Yes sir, Diablo was one lucl<y dog, and for a little
while he would be the master of his owls' fate; at least to ttre
extent that anyone else was of theirs. Actually, not only
was he the master of his owrl fate on this fine morning, but
also the master of the fate of Sam's and Holly's slime-ball
mailman. Yeatr, yeatr, the dog is always the aggressor in
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these altercations; arryone ever wonder why? No selfrespecting dog can stand idly by and obsenre this rotund
Pos-tman violating hus peoples' privacy. It is against K-9
guild policy. Aty*"y,bn humerous occasions Diablo had
obsenred this par[icular parcel-jockey standing before the
gates of the various houses in the neighborhood and
faunting the resident dogs. This gUy had a f;ace that was
fit for neither man nor beast. Diablo had wanted to lock
horns with this son-of-a-bitch for some time now.
Diablo's gmdge was well founded. You see, ever
since there has been a postal senrice (some say all the way
back to the days of the pony express) there has been an
unwritten code of conduct between Postmen and K-9s.
When both parties follow this framework of mutual
respect, each half gets their job done and nobody gets
hurt. If one or the other of this unlikely pair violates the
terms of mutual respect to which each is honor bound,
there is great potential for disaster. Such is the situation
that set Diablo at odds with this government derelict to
a little over a year ago.
begin
- Itwith,
was magazirrc day, and the Mailm€ul was late.
Diablo was cold, the snow that day was up to his elbows.
He waited for a few minutes near the mailbox as usual,
preparing to give the guy a deep, guttural growl. When his
opposite litt"lly anrived, he had Holly's Cosmo in his
pbcket, and was holding an envelope up to the light of the
srrn, attempting to see what he could. As far as K-9s were
concerned, this was worse than bad form. If a Postman
violates the residents' mail in the presence of the family
dog, he may as well thumb his nose at the angry beasl. In
light of ttris, the huge dog fonvent the growl and sim-ply
wEnt berserk. As tlie Mail ca:rier departed that fateful
morning, he let fly with a stinging ice-ball hastily
composed of the filthy sludge that fell into tJle driveway
from various car tires. The makeshift missile made a flat
slap as it impacted on Diablo's face. Holly never g9t he1
magazine. Nobody on the planet enjoys revenge like a dog,
and today Diablo would have his.
His-people were at work, eliminating the threat to his
liberty that would be posed by hanging around tlee area in
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their presence. Diablo went to a house at the end of the
street so as not to associate this assault with his home; he
hunkered down in a short hedgerow near the mailbox to
await the arrival of his unsuspecting quarry. For a
moment he was glad his coat was brown as opposed to
having the black and white flecks of some of his brethren;
definitely not suited for these cloak-and-dagger
operations.
When the Mailman was still a house or two away,
Diablo eyed him with a steely gaze, he could hardly keep
himseH from charging in and nailing the bastard.
Patience.
He began to feel that he could wait no more; what
was he, a cat? Did he need to Shanghai his prey to assure
success? It's not as though he would need to contend with

any resistance and his target certainly couldn't outrun
him. Okay, perhaps the mace was a litfle daunting, but so
were Diablo's colossal incisors!
What's this? The Mailman paused in the drive of
Diablo's hideout. Did he sense the imminent danger to his
very existence? Like a spooked white-tail perking up and
sniffing for danger, the fat man in grey paused, squinted
into the bushes, and stood still with his hand poised like a
gunftghter's over the litfle can on his belt.
"Come on pig-face, just a litfle closer," Diablo thought
to himself. Then he realZed that he had been U:int<ing
out-loud--Dammit! He was always doing that! Not that
the Mailman understood pooch but he was a quick draw,
and grabbed for his mace can. Diablo, even angrier now
that he had blown his own cover, exploded into action.
It was all in slow motion. The searing stream and
hiss from the noz,zle of t]:e cart, the white flash of the teeth
in the haz5r sun; the two bellowing worriers locked in
momentar5r combat. One screaming in rage, one
screaming in mortal teror. Then it was over. The
delinquent mailman's aim was untme, and he had missed
El Diablo entirely. The huge dog, on the other hand,
came a\May with the entire seat of grey-boys pants.
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'Mlsslon completed," ttrougfrt the hor:nd, *. . .and
novr for some brealdast.'
--Donald T. McCoyJr.
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Corrditions
55, No more,
Officer, I didn't see the sign, I swore!
11:OO p.m., the lights should be out,
Shh, it's the library, you cart't shout!
Shirt's too small, not an extra-large,
I'm numero uno, the one in charge!
Not too high,
Not too low!
Not too f,ast,
Not too slow!
A to pass,
F to fail!
Broke the law,
Now pay your bail!
2:OO a.m., too much gin,
8:OO a.m., got to punch in!
L2:OO p.m., head is sore,
L2:O1, I won't drink anyrnore!
5:OO p.m., pwzafor two,
5:O1, 8 dollars are due!
5:15, that was good,
5:25, Alka-Seltzer I should!
Late that night, pillow is waiting,
Bottle of beer I am debating!
Have to get up for work the next day,
Kind of early I would have to say!
Want to do well, well for the marr,
Going as fast, as fast as I can!
On my desk by 3, understood,
Don't be late, knock on wood!
From the four corners of the eartlt,
Ending at death,
turd beginning at birth!

-Joe D'Angelo
I

!

t
I
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Irooking M
Off-white moon dancing
Playfully in the night slqy
Watches my every move
--Tony Volpe

Grain of

Sand

Fine white sand over
Fenced-in beach front properly
Endless possibility

--Tony Volpe

--Carolyn DeRight
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Itrrocks
There carne upon my door
three lcrocks, hard to ignore.
The frrst was a gentle rap,
no harder or louder than a tap.
I had three dead bolt locks,
I opened to answer the knock.
When the door stood ajar
I saw a stranger from afar,
One that I had never met,
one that I would never forget.
He took me by the hand,
showed me the pleasure of a man-ahunger that had never been fed,
and words that had never been said-not to me, in all my life.
[,ater, he said, he'd call me wife.

n.";.ruflJx3""lH;;ffi,

I thought at last I had won,
what poets write about, and singers sung.
Then my palace came crashing down.
From the heavens I fell to the ground.
Blue eyes betrayed my sacred crowrt.
The golden fmit died, turned brown.
So, irf. a daze, a fog, I walked-haunted, stalked
alone, as

T.*ories

r b . h.T.%Tm

trHHT i g:;l

se

nt

How could such golden fmit,
be laden with decay, be stolen loot?

There c€rme another knock on my door.
I pondered, should I ignore?
Yet, I thought, take a chance
once more, experience can only enhance
what will come to me ltow.

I

i
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I opened the door & the stranger bowed.
This was not the face of the one befofe,
he led me to a different shore
than to which I had been.
This is where women were made mell.
He had me to bind my hair and
I was given battle unifonns to wear.
My legs were made to rull,
my body sweat in the Carolina slrll.
Black leather boots on my feet-I learned to march to the cadence beat.
An M-16 placed in my hand-Laying my body in the sartd,
trying to ignore the Drill's bark.
My muscles torn and spirit broke-I wiped my tears as I choked
on the burning hot white gas
as they pulled off my mask.
Weeks passed and soon I was done
I longed for laughter, for fttn.
Three years in unifonn I stayed,
though I wanted to run away-Away from the guns, the heat,
though my spirit broke, it was not beat.

The third knock came loud upon my
door.
I was wearJr, but opened as before.
The stranger took me to a musty place.
All around were books, no open space.
I chose a path ttrat shone bright-looked laden with interesting sights.
I read and wrote and learned,
the more I read, the more I yearned
for something more, something If,ew.
The halls had but a chosen few
that knew urhere they were going,
the rest of us were like a river flowing,
pushed by an unseelt, indirect force.
Not many knew where the course
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would end, or when it lost direction.
Confused, dazed, almost done
is our time here, itl these halls-no time for rewinds, no tirrre for recalls-Our path is set, and many fret
for the one chos€n, there are regrets.
Too soon the door is closing-starrding on the threshold, I'm frozer:.,
afraid to cross the bridge that waits,
I try to breathe softly, waiting for fate-And I know I must ans\Mer the door
as IVe done before.

--Cassandara Dings
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lllre River
Ho Ho Ho, Christmas is over. She was standing by
the river looking at the stepping stones and remembering
each one. The first, a cool, dark rock, was always a test of
f,ate as a small child. She wished her legs were longer, feet
were bigger so that in one grarrt leap she could make it
over the last ftsh-belly stone and safe on shore.
Today she has leapt three decades and in tl'e river a
collection of cattail summers and firewood winters spin
furiously in each eddy. She dives in, succumbs to the
powers of memory. The water rhythmically stabs her flesh,
quickens her heart, and allows her to float freely through
the conlines of time. The numbness passes over her, the
dark, cold sk5r crashes down upon her, and it is July.
Dragonflies tease lilies and on shore Joseph scur:ries after
one amphibious creature or another--he in overalls, she in

pigtails.
His small feet skim the top of each stone and in one
blink he is safe upon the far side. "C'mon Mel, ifs easy,"
his tone is careless and conlident as his blue eyes sparkle
and reflect the majestic shimmering light in the waters.
She studies the rock formation then Joseph, his grin wiser
than his four years.
"Tfust me,' he beams beneath his white mop--top
shag, Just close your eyes and jump." Oh how she envied
his aloof demeanor. Sure, he was already on the other
side, miles avray, decades apart.
She closes her eyes and leaps, plummeting into the
moving water. FYom beneath the surface she watches
Joseph collapse into giggles, tears freely flowing over his
sunburnt cheeks, giving birth to the river.
She emerges ffxated on the stepping stones, still
remembering each one.
"Someday, Joseph,' she whispers, *I'll catch up urith
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you on the far shore." A hint of his fearless blue dances in
her eyes as one icy tear slides past her grin and falls
deep into the giggling waters of the river.

--Erin Hopkins

--Carolyn DeRight

h
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rc
I saw the homeless man bearing his sign
a plead for the offering of sanctuary
and safety
from society
cardboard, red lettering
covering his body
chest to thigh
whiLe a lone trembling hand
held a tin can
with the hope of it becoming heavy
I see another man
middle-aged
glasses
briefcase in hand
scurrSr to the other side
of the sidewalk
head down
and I wonder if I would do the same

I would

even though I realize
the homor of its reahty

I would duck my head
pretend to be deaf
reacting upon
the fear that has been taught to me
the fear that has been passed along
based on every news story
and every whi-sper of
"Stay away from him"
followed by a tug on my sleeve
as I am guided to "safety'
and I wonder if I will do the same
when rny children approach
the strange man on the sidewalk
--Jenrrifer Robinson
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1[fre

Fata]. Ingredient

Slowly, I push around the thick bowl of stew. Its
delicious smell is wafting toward my nose, but my
anticipation is dampened by the crrel fact that, hidden
underneath tl:e scrumptious brown liquid, lurks about
fifteen green olives. Worse, they have pits and these
remnarrts of consumption are to be placed ceremoniously
on a small dish for this pu4)ose. I can't even pretend to
eat them, unless I say I swallow olive pits. It's a sticlqy
situation.
I'm ravenous, so I stuffmyself with salad and bread,
hoping to delay my stomach pains and the eating of those
green gobs of bitterness. TWo plates of lettuce later, the
salad bowl is empty, and I gingerly take a bite of stew,
deftly avoiding any olives. The beef is tender and melts in
my mouth, making me hungry for more.
"Hon/'s the stew, LErraP" Mrs. Livin$ston asks with
anticipation stamped upon her lovely brow. How can I tell
her that her six hours of preparation for this dish were
destroyed when she dumped in that one ingredient? How
can I tell that to a lovely, old, widowed friend of the family,
who, for the past twenty years, has had me over for dinner
every Sunday since I can remember? I can't.
"It's incredible," I say with a smile. "It melts in my

mouth."

'"The olives are the best part," she explained

with a

smile. They add the flavor.'

Deflated, I know what I must do. I spoon up an olive
while she watches, a smile perched on her old, lined lips,
painted especially for my visit, artd place it gingerly in my
mouth. I hope she can't see my disgust as I chew the
rubbery fi:uit off of its hard center and delicately place the
pit on its little blue plate. Quickly, I gulp down half my
glass of grape soda, purchased especially for me, and force
a smile.
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You're right. They really change the whole dish."
I'm hoping that Mrs. Livingston will take that as a
compliment.
"Oh, yes. Now that I lcrow you like them, I ll put
them in more of my dishes."
Her smile said it all. Sundays full of olives and my
teeth rotten from gulping them dovm with grape soda.
This can't go on. The plan hits me, and before I can stop
myself, I place another olive in my mouth and pretend to
choke on it. Mrs. Lirringston is pounding on my back. I'm
holding my breath untll I think I'm going to pass out, and
then I shoot tlre bitter sphere out across the table and it
lands in the empty salad bowl with a loud plop. lVks.
Livingston ls crying, and I make a feeble comment on the
dangers of small round fruits.
'Oh, my. Yes. I guess they can be dangerous,' I\drs.
Lirdngston replies faintly.
"I don't think I can ever eat another olive," I declare.
Mrs. Livingston nods her head in agreement as I hide a
smile.
--Suztrnne M. Wood
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An Elevator Ride
Clarissa watched from her wheelchair in the corner of
the lobby at the spectacle in the center of the room between
the red faced spunky girl and Fred. Fred was one of the
day doonnen at 16OO Beechwood Terrace, the elderly care
facility that Clarissa lived in. The sout]rern genfleman was
as
currenfly responsible for the rise in the girl's voice level,
*So
she hostily directed her question to him once more,
you me€ur. to tell me that ALL the stairways are being
painted and I FIAVE to take the elevator." Fred's slow
Georgian drawl lazfly replied, "Yessum maamaam, taat's

riitght."

The whole scene was comical to Clarissa. Mostly
because she considered Fred to be the worst doorman at
her apartment complex. He was too slow, too clumsy,
spoke only when spoken to, and kind of smelled. And he
always wore this obnoxious fre-engine-red barrette that
did nothing for his lanky 6' frame. It just rested atop the
mass of silver on his head like a misplaced clown nose,
ridiculously out of place with the loose fitting grey suit he
always wore. Clarissa avoided leaving tlle building the
days he worked the door.
Visibly annoyed, the spunky girl, mumbling *Shit,'
shot Fred a death glare and turned, headed for the elevator
doors between Clarissa and Fled's desk. r0l/ith trembling
fingers she reluctanfly punched the top button of the
elevator console. Herblack-booted foot impatiently tapped
the floor as she waited for the huge oak doors to open. To
suck her in. She was deathly afraid of elevators.
Clarissa smiled from her spot in the corner, secretly
happy that someone had hassled Fred. Slowly, Clarissa
wheeled herself over to the elevator, next to the spunlcy
gfl. Nonchalarrtly glancing to her left she studied the girl.
Her short blonde hair was a mess from constarrfly being
re€uranged in fmstration by her ringed flngers. Besides
her wild hair, in desperate need of its next coloring, she
I

i
I

I
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had on all black. A black leather jacket, black shirt, black
pants, and black boots. It all seemed a bit morbid, but
Clarissa had watched one of hergranddaughters go
througflr the same phase.
The girl looked about seventeen. She wore no
makeup, but there was no need to. Emerald green eyes
pulled Clarissa into a world of daz,zbng sparks that most
people tend to loose with age. Clarissa's mind digressed
back into her youth, so long age. Her teenage years had
been fiIled with so many ffrsts. First kisses, ffrst
boyfriends, first beers, ffrst trips to ttre shore. And ffrst
heartbreaks. Concentrating on the girl's creamy
complexion, a momentar5r frovm pulled at Clarissa's lips as
she bmshed an aged hand over the soft wrinkles of hei
skin, sweeping the memories back into the deep recesses of
her mind. The elevator pinged as the *L" for lo-bby glowed
yellow. The doors parted and the girl took a breath and
gtepped in. Clarissa wheeled in behind her, catching a
look of fear in the emerald eyes as the doors sighed shut.
The girl hit the 1l button, nelrroltsly looking down at
Clarissa, '"What floor, Miss?" Immediately Clarissa loved
how she had been referred to as Miss. Slowly she raised
the palm of one hand and the index ffnger of the other,
showing the girl, who questioningly concluded, "Sixth?"
Clarissa smiled and nodded.
Humming softly the rickety elevator sputtered
upward. 1 . . . 2. . . each floor turned the girl's ivory skin
a deeper shade of green, accentuating the haunting white
knuckles that gripped the wooden rail circling the elevator.
Her boot tapped the floor as she glanced at Clarissa,
forcing a smile. 3 . . . 4 . . . The humming slowly stopped
as a low whistling halted the elevator before the 5 lit up.
Clarissa knew it. The elevator had broken again. It was so
temperamental these days.
Staring up at tJ'e girl, Clarissa felt awful. The poor
thing looked as if she was going to fairrt any minute, as ttre
temor began to settle in her face. They were shrck.
Clarissa thought she heard "Fuck" escape the lips of the
girl, who was running her ffngers through her hair again,
while jamming the red emergenry button with her other
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hand. The girl looked down at Clarissa, a bit embarrassed
by her paranoid behavior, tqrin$ to laugh, "I bet this
h-appens a lot, huh?!" Clarissa nodded, flashing both
all ten fingers extended.
-palms,After
a few moments confusion

over Clarissa's
message, the girl finally figured out that it would take
about ten minutes to slart moving again. Taking off her
black leather jacket, the girl's outstretched finge-rs
displaying silver rings reached for Clarissa's frail hand,
*I'r; Chssie. I guess tJlat we're gonna be pals for a while."
Clarissa could feel Cassie's trembling fingers as they
made contact. Clarissa liked her despite her rough
appearance. It was those fabulous green eyes of hers.
And her voice was so sweet and smoottt, despite the
tension it carried. Clarissa would have bet money that
Cassie could sing.
"I'm going up to visit my grandmother, Lucia Vetter,
on the eleventh floor. Do you know her at all?" Cassie's
eyes twinkled at the thought that this stranger might know
her grandma. Clarissa had heard of Lucia, but the two
had-never met, so she shook her head "no." A brief
downward slope of Cassie's perfectly pluckgd eyebrowsshowed her disappointment, but leveled off quickly as she
replied, Well, sh-e-b a wonderful woman. Apartmgnt-l LI2Visit her if you're in the mood to listen, because she loves
to . . . . Hey, Miss? Is that you?"
Cassie's ringed fingers slid down a black and white
flyer taped to thebrown paneling of the elevator wall. It
r6ad "C-larissa's looth Birttrday Celebration. Tonight at
6 P.M. in the Movie Room. Cookies and Cake." Pictured
below the announcement was a picture of Clarissa in her
wheelchair, smiling.
Clarissa held in laughter at the sight of her photo,
and nodded up to Cassie's amaznd face.
"'W'ow, you're 1OO. Happy Birthday. . . Cladssa.
Nice, now I linow your name. The green that had invaded
Cassie's snour white features had vanished, replaced by
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genuine excitement at meetin$ llady who,was a century
8ia. Loking down at Clarissd Cassie enthusiastically shared her t'houghts. 'You know what I'm gonla do if I
make it to loo?'-The emerald eyes drifted as she
continued, "I'm gonna eat tons 6f cookies and smoke a few
goru1a. smoke a cigar.
,Il^f19a
d"k" ;f cigareties. I'm even
i'm going to do everything that you're not supposed to clo
because it's bad for You."
clarissa grinnea just as the elevator creaked on.
S. . . 6. . . trisix aboire the door blazed to life as the
tt"u*"v of clarissa's floor came into view. A wave of relief
glistened in Cassie's face. The arr;laz;er;;Lent in meetin$
6hti""" has momentarily subdued her fears of rickety
cables sending the metal box to the grgFnd. cassie
reached over io hold open the doors, a[owing enough
room for the birthday lirt to wheel out. Blushing.l bit'
Cassie apologized foi lier panic from the terrible ride'Oli, ana happy birthday again, Miss' And have a
great birthday!"
An ear t-o ear smile flowed across clarissa's face,
expressin$ her pleasure in meeting cg.ssig. Rrtting her
iniex fingEr up to her lips, in a voice barely above a
Cassie her Plans
whisper,
-'I she told
think that I'm going to go smoke a ci$ar now,
sweetheart,' as she wheele-d off-with a wink and a wave.
As Cassie sat with her grandmother that afternoon,
she inquired about Clarissa.
"Gram, do you know that tady who tlrrned lOO
Her picture's hanging- in lhe elevator"'
today?
"Withoui
a second Ue"ought Grandma Lucia artswered,
"Oh yes, Clarissa. She seem6 nice enough but since her
husband died fifty years ago she hasn't spoken a
"."ohd
word."
--Jennifer Jonaitis
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llhe Garden
Your fingers genfly
encourage the Pansies

hoping

They'll make it through the August heat
carefully
you trim the roses to ensure her future blooms of
pleasure
and I cannot help but love you for the way
you always grve and want nothing in return but

joy

--Suzartne M. Wood

--Judy Martin
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'lffre Birdhouse
"Gramma?"
"Yes, Molly?"
"\llltro lived there?" Molly inquired as she raised
herself up upon her tip-toes. She wrapped her small
hands around two pickets of the peeling fence, balancing
her weigfrt on the cement sidewalk. The extra inch and a
half atlowed her eyes to hover just above the top beam of
the swaying support.
She often wondered if nature was rising up to
swallow the house that stood adjacent to her
grandmother's, or if the trees were simply going to
continue to wrap their furry arms around and around the
rotted fra:rrework; engulfurg it all at once. She strifted her
weigfut and observed.
The vast yard that separated her from the dilapidated
stmcture waved foot-high grass in the afternoon breeze.
Dandelions broke through the cracks of the misplaced
wallnvay and ra.n rampant on the land. Black-eyed
Susans randomly peered through a thicket of bn.sh
across the way and Sparrish moss dripped from the trees,
caressing the lawn and blanlceting the porch roof.
-That property belonged to Ms. Josie,' Emma
€ursv/ered her granddaughter matter-of-factly.'\il/hen I
was a child that ol' home was a slice of heaven, everyone
west of Langden considered it a landmark.'
Emma followed Molly's gaze, watching the rainbow
colored birds swoop through the broken stain gflass t]rat
flanked the front doors. In and out, their freedom to
explore enticed Emma. She inhaled deeply, allowing the
sweet orange blossom air to soottre her. The light essence
stmck a chord of remembrance in her heart and slowly
Emma began, 'Ms. Josie had lived in Ashton longer than
most folks could remember. 'Had always lived here,' my
mama would say. She lcrew everyone in thds here village
and everyone lseew Ms. Josie.
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"Or:hazyr days in July she looked like a water color
painting-clad-in pastel smocks with the deep pockets and
i straw hat that llopped over her face. She would
methodically swing 6er tin watering can keeping time y"!h
her song. Itiener w6re shoes, that woman," Emma added
as if shJhad remembered that snippet after all these years,
Molly concentrated on a yellow finch that caught wind .
currLnts above them. "She would make her way from the
pink and red sweetheart roses that aligned the stone walk
i,o the moring glories that hugged the lattice archw-ay at
her front gate.-Ms. Josie tended the gardens and this
home all by herself.
'Now; if you were one of the luc\y ones in the
neighborhood-, Ms. Josie would see you pagsin' by"1rd
invi=te you up onto her wrap-'round porch fol a tall glass of
lemonlde, nbt the instant powdered lemonade they haye
today, but the kind that cobb in a silver pitcher while fresh
lemon slices float amongst ice.
"Once in her haven you could watch the W lpread
about the spindles and shade her as the birds in their
birdbath worshipped her. She would hum soffly t9 4.
butterflies dancing around her magenta hibiscus before
they fluttered off into the fruit trees behind the house," she
paused to again accept the sweet breathe of air into her
chest.
"One time, when I was fortunate enough to set with
her upon the plush worn cushions of her wicker Pprgh
swing, I asked her: 'Ms. Josie, do you ever get lo:rely livin'
herei.ll by yourself?' and my, would my rya1na have gole
white as i ghost if she knew that I had asked such a rude
Ms. Josie, well, she just smiled.
question,
' .Wttybut
no dear,' she offered with the warmth of
sunshinel 'each year a few more hear'bout this qlacg an$
come to visit mel'Then she would go back to rockin' and

hummin' a soft lullaby, and I would just rest in her
majesty." Molly gently tugged on the hem of Emma's dress,
drawing her a[te-ntion to the chimtrS yocal symphony the
birds ofrered. It was sharp, magnified by the thick
afternoorthaze, and crystal inflections hung on the air like
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soprano notes of an ethereal chorus.
" I can remember lingering out along this here fence,
hopin' she would catch me in the corner of her eye and
whisfle me into her world," Emma paused nostalgically
and rested her palms on Molly's shoulders.
'\Mell, the years went by and Ms. Josie, she passed on
peacefully. Only there were no heirs to her homestead; no
one 'round tleese parts could imagine arryone but Ms.
Josie in those gardens an) rxay. Some say the propefty w€ls
condemned by the state, others say she had cousins from
Alabama who no\M own it. Personally," Emma whispered,
"I think she willed it to the birds."
They both squinted their eyes hoping the distortion
would allow them to see the gardens as they once were.
They were silent for a long while, dreaming u/ith glossy
eyes and listening to the music nature provided.
A hummingbird flirted with their silence and slowly
Molly turned toward Emma, a hint of sunshine shone in
her smile. As easy as the grass was swaying she sighed,
"Gramma?"

*Yes, Mol$"
"When you pass on peacefully are you gonna return
to Ms. Josie's birdhouse too?"
Emma squinted across the ancient jun$e, watching
the hummingpird rejoin the kaleidoscope of others that
made their home in that overgrown lot. She couldn't help
but smile.

*Gramma?'

"Yes,

Mol\8"

'I tfrink Ms. Josie found her way home."
*She

Emma nodded her head in agreement,
Molly, surehas."

sure has

--Erin Hopkins
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just a bird
feathers falling freely

from mywings,

as adio airenters my skin.
drinking dew drops
from newrain,
tasttng terribly tart
in my throat.
swirling smoke stacks,
I breattre.

plercing pafn
in my breast
clanging clamor
in my chest.
feathers falling freely
to the ground.
rotting robin reeks

in decay.

swe'nTs

iffiH:iHrates---Cassand€rra Dings
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,Johnny

@r

Johnny Jumper was laughirr.'
when he woke up one day
he found that he'd been sleepin'
upon a pile of hay.

It wouldn't have been so bad
but all around they stood
starin' at Johnny Jumper
like he was just no good.
He didn't know how he got there
he looked around for clues
someone pointed out to him
Heg! You don't hsue anA shoes.
He displayed an aurful grin
with every tooth a-missin'
what shocked old man Greenhead was
Joturrry started hissirr.'.
Everyone moved back away
and left him room to flee
they all took one big gasp of air
at what they atl did see.
Johrerry had his pants on right
but the rest, he had no flair
seems he had somettrin'over them

It was his undenlrear!

--Heather Ruffalo
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--Emily Kennard
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CuLture Shock
I felt stripped and naked.
Sometimes, even unwanted,
as I was interrogated.
"You don't look from here.
Hi! My name is Heather."
lVo, ma' ctrrL I' m not Jrom Americe,.

I comefrom Erttrea.
"Ha! I never heard
such a thing
Where is that?"

Perhaps, that is,
becau^se Aou are sef-centered
or indfdfererat.

"Sir, excuse my i$norance
my geography is off balance.
How do you pronounce

E...r..oi

I'm sorry.
I can't
say it

right."
^E-R-I-T-R-E-A

Ma'am, Eritrea
is in Africa.
"Great!"
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0 roll my eyes
smililrg and wondering,

whafs
next.)

'Do you like
here?'

it

IJr.rst got

here.

I can't

gtue Aou ttrc rigtrt
arTswer.
But eueryth@JeelsJunnA so far.

"Wtllyou stay
or go back?"

Imag,
if I hnue soffr lttck.

Your English is greatl

How come you don't
have Ern accent?'

Thnnks Jor the comptimetrt,
but must I hnue an accent?

Tou're also handsome
Could you come
to my home?'
Ladg,

I thtrk,

You're crosstt?gl a
boundary.
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What is to them
a way of making me feel at home
is a,n invasion of privacy
to fne.
When I ask,
why do you want to know everything?

'Uust curious."
They say, blushing.
And I say
quiefly of course.
["ady,

you're not only curiolts,
but you're also nosy.

"But sir, that's the American
way.
For better or worse, you're stuck."
Yes ma'anrL Perlwps Aou wirt,

butAour AmericanwaA
doesn't always work
w tttt ttre Un- Ame rica n.

I felt stripped and naked.
Sometimes, even unwanted,
When I was interrogated.
--Amanuel MalikWolde
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--Judy Martin
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lllre TraveLer
The traveler moved through the town with one thing
on his mind, reaching his destinations. The journey had
been long and dfficult, and was beginning to take a visible
toll on him. Once snug, brown, cotton pants hung far
below his waist, held up by suspenders. A stained
undershirt draped over his top emphasized the boniness of
his shoulders and chest. Dirly blonde hair, knotty and
broken at the ends, was pulled into a messy ponytail. His
eyes were seas of blue, shadowed by deep, dark bags. An
uneven beard covered most of his face, suggesting that
he hadn't shaved in months. Atrtzzy mustache acted as
camouflage for the mouth tl:at refused to smile before the
end of the journey.
As the clock struck 10 a.m., the traveler found
himself in front of tlle local elementar5r school. A
kaleidoscope of children colored the playground, twisting
and turning every which way. On tlle jungle grm, a small
red headed boy was showing off for the rest of his class.
He climbed the metal bars highei and higher until he
reached the top. Just as he began to gloat, his blue
Mickey Mouse sneaker lost its grip and he slid into the air.
The traveler moved instarrfly, catching the child without a
moment to spare. Both students and teachers huddled
around hirn, murmuring, *'Where did he come from? How
did he do that? Who is he?" A large wom€ut wearing wire
rimmed glasses broke through the crowd and grabbed the
boy from the traveler's arms. "Let go of him! Get away
from him!" she roared, swinging her golden mane violenfly.
'Come on children, back inside."
The crowd dispersed as the traveler turned, orpressionless,
and walked away.
By four o'clock, the sun began to retreat and tl:e air
grew cooler. The traveler had passed througlr much of the
town and was approaching the city, noticing a change in
the people as the scenery became more urban. He was
now an invisible ghost rather ttran a gutter rat. Tfaffic was
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picking up and he stopped at a sign that read "Don't
iralk".-Just as a red Honda was about to take the corner,
a woman dressed in a snake skin business suit walked
right into the street. With only seconds to react, the
triveler pulled her from the fireball's path, landing them
both on the pavement.
"What ihe Hell do you think you're doing?" hissed
the woman as she slid to her feet. "frok what youVe
done," she said pointing to a tear in her sleeve. "Do you
have arry idea how much this jacket costs?" She
continued screaming as he walked on.
Darkness had taken over the city by ten o"clock. The
scum had crept out of their hiding places and not a corner
was vacant. People were shouting off in the distance and
the sound of gunshots rang out in the air. Up ahead the
traveler watched an eldertym€rlf stumble down the street
with a bag of groceries, limping like a lame dog. Without
warning, 6 yoirng boy appeare-d and began weaving a web
of torment iround the man. He circled his prey then
pushed him to the ground and bega'n grabbing at his.
iockets. The travelEr raced doum the street as fast as he
iould, reached the young boy and threw him on his back.
After a small strrrggle, the boy rose and ran away,,
screaming rmlgarities behind him. The traveler helped the
elderly man to his feet and collected his groceries.
tThank you, thank you so much!" the elderly man
said, reaching for his wallet. "Please, how can I thank
you?"
- The traveler raised his hand in denial of the money.
"Yollr words are enough,' he assured him. *Thev are the
nicest words I can remember hearing."
He looked at the elderly man sympathetically and
went on his way.
It was close to midnight and the traveler was
becoming extremely tired.-The air had becom,e cJeilly and
he woried that he-would not be warm enough throughout
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the night. He turned down an alley and positioned himseH
between a dumpster and a brick wall. He covered himself
with some newspapers and disappeared into a deep sleep.

'"Take a look at

this, George!" the portly policemart

yelled across the parking lot.
'What is it?" asked his partner.
'Uust a litfle ray of sun5hine to start your morning off
right," Larry answered, stepping out of the way. George
cautiously moved to the right and looked into the crevice
between the metal and brick.
"Another worthless piece of trash littering our
streets", he said, looking down at the body. '"This guy's as
white as a dove."
"Makes you wonder why those people were born in
the first place, eh?" Larry said, returning to the car.
His partner shmgged his shoulders. "Well you gotta
say something for the guy, at least he died with a smile on
his f;ace.'
--Deanne Monteith
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Ordinary
The water felt warm against her aching body. As
she drew in a breath ofjasmine and wildflowers, she laid
her head back in the white bubbles that rested on the old
ceramic of her bathtub. But tl:e bubbles weren't really
white, she thoug;ht to herseH, as she lifted a handful uq to
her face. They *ere really more like marry multicolored
transparent spheres thafwere so very delicate and full of
beautiful fragiance. There were hues of pink and lavender
and subfle hints of gold that would show when she turned
her hand to the light, and this made her smile, becamse it
was ordinary. The perfect spheres of color that
disappeared as quickly as they formed, had made her long
for oldinary times. And she almost wished she could
become on-e of these bubbles, to float and glisten with color
and then disappear with a hint of beauty. If only it could
be that ordinary again.
TSrO TEARS AGO brings her thoughts to a day
when her life was ordinary. She was a writer of sorts, and
a good writer at that, but nobody seemed to notice this
about her. She didn't get paid much for her pieces, just
enough to sunrive. But that was O.K. with her, because
she abtually prefened to fanry herself as a thinker. She
could find lhbughts in something as ordinary as a cup of
split pea soup with its thick green waves of cream and
pinkbits of ham. She could find something and
exciting there. To her, there was always something
interesting in this world. Only nobody ev€r saw it but her.
Mosfly, everyone she saw lived bland and simple
lives, something tlat she could not bear. They got !P,
went to work, came home, patted their children on the
heads, watched T.V. and went to bed. Their lives were
empty to her. No thought, not feeling. Just empty, and
this made her feel alone. She couldn't ftnd arrybody
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interesting to her, like what she could find in ordinary
things. They seemed flat, and to her there was always
a difference between being ordinary and just being simple.
So she went on her way finding companionship only with
her thoughts and with the ordinary.
Some people thought her strange. But tJlat didn't
bother her. She thought her life to be exciting and that
was all that mattered to her. So the only thing she did
that was bland in her life, was to buy her favorite
mragazl.lrue every month and read it's glossy sheets cover to
cover. That was enough.
And as she reached for the mragadne that strange
day, wittt it's cover of multi-colored artwork, she smiled
to herself, knowing that in this picture, there would be
new places to explore in her mind that afternoon. This
excited her, and she was already deep into her own
thoughts, when she was abmpfly bumped by one of the
simple people on the street that day.
She was annoyed to be taken out of her thoughts,
gave
and
this man a look to explain how she felt. Ignoring
his apologizes, she reached into her beaded wallet for the
charrge she had collected for her rnagazine over the last
month, only to see that he was insisting on buying it for
her. She shook her head in protest, and pushed her
change at the m€u:r. behind the counter, but the simple
man who'd bumped her was too quick with his dollar. She
nodded to the simple man without a word, picked up her
mraga.zlrrue, and sirnply walked a\May.
She was glad to be away from him, and back into her
own world. This was where she was tl:e happiest. She
didn't need to speak to people, for they had nothing to
offer her anlnvay. So she walked briskly down the gray,
cracked pavement, always being sure not to trip on a
pothole, through the garbage filled cit5r streets on her way
to the place she loved best.
She would only nod to certain people she passed,
and that was only if she saw in their eyes a hint of an
understanding for the ordinary. There were many, and
none she wanted to stop for. So she would just walk on
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and watch and think. As she stepped off the curb toward
her special place, she noticed a $love on the skeet. She
was pretty sure that it had not been there long, because
tJ:e delicate pink frays of wool were still quite clean. She
stopped to look at if awhile, not sure whether to pjck it up.
fhough she wanted to have it, to thillk about it, she was
afraid. What if the o\Iuner c€une to get it while she was
reaching down, and they wanted to talk to her? She didn't
want them to tatk to hei, for she knew she would be
what they said. But the pink had a color
disappointed by-and
the tlrumb looked like it had been
of a iose petal,
insistent owner and she found herself once
chewed bjt
"tt
again floating into thought. when she found things like
t[is, they weie important to her. They were her friends,
part of her thoughts.
she reached down and snatched it up and looked to
make sure no one had seen her. And then she went on her
way through the crowded streets to the place where she
corild thinE the best. It never seemed to take long for her
to get there, but she knew it was a long Yay. A simple
peison would have taken a cab, but not her. She was not
in a rrsh.
She came to the park on the west side of town, and
she walked thought the thick wet grass of the knoll. She
walked past tlle large oak that watched over tl e lake and
she followed the trail to her place. She passed some
joggers on her way, and found herself annoyed S"t-*.V
w6ilta be here, brit she knew the further she walked that
they would disappear, for not many c€une this far into the
woods.
She saw her large sitting rock and the calm
immediately followea. Sne walked up to it and breathed in
the fragrarrt pine air and sat sown where the rock was
wonf. iway. Stre always thought tllat someone else must
have sat liere once. Maybe a long time ago. For she knew
that she couldn't have *orn this away all by herself in
such a short time, and that made her feel good. She lcrew
that there must have been another great thinker like her
that sat at her special place. This idea made her not feel so
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alone.
She reached into the pocket of her tattered coat and
pulled out the pink gflove carefully. She picked aryay th9
litet fans it had picked up and tl:e gum wrap,pers from lhe
day before. And she loolied at it. She turned it over in her
hahd and put her palm on it to see if it was a match. She
wasn't surprised when it wasn't. That was the way it was
in her world. And she began to think.
She saw many things in that $ove, and she felt
herself want to wrile again, and as she looked around to
see where she had puiher bag of pens and paper, she saw
him standing there a ways off in the brush. He must have
knovm she was frightened for he put up his hands in
protest to let her loeow he would not hurt her, and ttrere
were many words that were spoken, but she knew not
what he s-aid. She began backing aulay, looking for a-place
to rrn, but he had a trinaty face and she relaxed a litfle
just wishing he would go auray. But he didn't this man
hom the newsstand arrd he came closer, into her world,
into her special place and that bothered her. !_e put 99t
his hand ind smiled and gave her his name. She nodded
in understanding and then turned toward her rock to be
left alone in her ilroughts. He tapped her on the shoulder
and she turned to face his stare. She looked into his eyes,
and though she knew he was not like her, she didn't turn
away
- again.
He wanted her to spealc to him, to tell him her name.
But she could not, for no words came. They had not since
she was a young girl, since the sounds of the world no
longer were ther?-for her, and he seemed to understand
thiJwhen he looked into her eyes. He did not mind that
she would never speak to him and he beckoned her to sit
down with him by the water.
She felt strange being at her special place witfr
someone else, but oddly it began not to bother her. He
looked out on the watei, and he seemed to be thinking;, as
she had always done. She began to wonder if this was his
special place too, if he had been the one who had worn the
rock away. And she felt calm agaln, and not so alone, as
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she wandered into her own thoughts again.
They sat together by the lake that afternoon, until the
twilight oi the sui dipped down to touch the black of the
watei. Not a word wis spoken. There hadn't needed to be.
And she knew it was time to go.
He reached for her hand, and she hesitantly gave it to
him. He pulled her up gently, and smiled. They wal$9d
back douir the path together that evenin$, into the white
noise of the cit5r At the corner, he smiled, and nodded to
her and then tie walked away toward his ovm llfe and left

her standing there.
As she-walked home that night, she thought aborrt
him and she wondered about their afternoon. She didn't
expect to see him again, and that was fine b,y he-r. She
wdked passed the eninese grocery where-their hands
flailed v,tildly, but no sound came out. At least not for herAnd she pa3sed the familiar flower stand, just a P]ock
away frorir her apartment, and she bought herself a single
red iose with the change she had planned to spend on her
magazine.
- When she got home, she drew herself a bath. One
with bubbles anE rose petals and she lit a sin$le candle
that she put on the fad-ed yellow linoleum next to the tub.
Ttre watei felt good to her,-and the scent of the r99e pelals
gave her solace. She was alone again in her world and she
knew that this was the way it should beSometimes they way things should be, are'?'t always
the way things stay.- And though she tried to hold onto her
life theway i[ had always been, her life was beginning to
change. Every day she would walk to her special- pllce
throrigh the samecity streets of gray, and every day h9
would-be waiting theie, down by-the water sittin$ on the
rock. They never said a word to one another, they only
nodded unUe understanding, and then they would sit by
the water together caught ,tp in their oqn thgughts until
the sun bowEd down it's head to touch tlle glistening
waters of the lake. It was always the same when they leftHe would reach down and take her hand and gently pull
her up. They would walk down the trail together in
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silence, and then he would smile and nod to her before he
turned to walk a\r/ay to his other life that she knew nothing
about. And she never cared to know.
But things began to change in their world of silence.
it didn't happen quickly, but came a little at a time. He
began to put his arm around her as they sat and thought
and she didn't seem to mind. Sometimes, she would lay
her head upon his shoulder and smell the cleanness of his
skin. And he began to hold her hand as they walked down
tlle trail in the wening and hesitated longer each time
before he nodded good-bye.
It wasn't that she didn't notice the subtle changes of
their days, it just seemed so natural. So as they became
closer in their afternoons of silence, she felt calm, and even
somewhat simple. She began to long for their afternoons
together, and found herself writing in a way she never had
before. When she looked at ordinary things, instead of the
original thoughts she had always had, the ordinary things
began to remind her of him. Her body began to ache for
his touch, and she longed to smell his cleanness, and she
found that her life had actually changed a great deal,
when she realized that she had fallen in love.
He seemed to understand this when he looked into
her eyes, and what she saw in his eyes was a reflection of
all tJlat she felt. They were always alone on their rock by
the water, so they didn't feel fear or inhibition when they
f-tnally made love. Lylng on the bed of pine needles that
had fallen from the tree above, she felt her mind orpand
further than it ever had before, and she almost thought she
could hear the birds singing in tJle trees all around her.
When she looked into his eyes, she saw an understanding
for the ordinary and an understanding of her world
without sound.
But he began to come to their place less often, once
her stomach began to grow. And the afternoons he was
there were again spent looking out over the water, lost in a
world of thoughts now only their own. Though she had
not been able to ask him why he stopped coming, she
already knew, for tl:e band of gold he took from his pocket
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and placed on his finger the last time she saw him was all
she needed to know.
Sitting norv in the u/alrn water, she saw what her life
has become. Gone nour are the days of writing and poetry,
gone now are her afternoons of thougfrt, gone are ttre days
of ordinary things. The thoughts she once had, have been
replaced no\r/ with a mop and a bucket, and a small
of money that is handed to her at the end of each
envelope
-This
has become her way to provide for herself, and
week.
she now trrly felt simple. But she collected the change
that she could spare each week, and she kept it in a little
box in the kitchen. And this made her happy, for she
knew it would be spent someday by the litfle one in the
crib by the bed, in her owrl world without sound.

--Katharine Farnam

**Angle Stnff Submtssion Choice
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Within 'llfrese WaLLs
I layed motionless on my parents'bed so I
would not disturb my mother as she tried to sleep. I
quiefly looked around the room at the flat yellow paint on
the walls. They had been that buttercup-yellow color for
as long as I could remember, and yet, they had not faded.
The creamy color brought out the yellow specks in the
puff balloon valances tllat hung, dusty, above the
windows. It was an ugly color yellow, but that's what
mom and dad had wanted. They didn't need to change it.
My eyes continued to wander, and f-tnally fixed
on the small tan music box that was set on the hope chest
in the corner of tl:e room. The music box that had a shiny,
lacquered finish, and on the lid was painted a young boy
and girl holding hands by a lake. This music box was
always a mystery to me because upon opening it, it played
the theme music to The GodJalher. The picture and the
song did not quite go together. The entire essence of the
box was all wrong. But still, it played beautiful music.
The hope chest was made of matrogany, or maybe a
dark cherr5r wood. I could never tell the difference between
tlle two. It was a relatively new furnishing in the room.
Most women receive their hope chests as engagement of
wedding presents from their mothers, passed on from their
mother s mothers, and such, out of some sort of suspicion,
I suppose. My mother lived for over 25 years without her
good luck charm; she only received her hope last year,
after her father died. I wondered why she hadn't gotten it
sooner, and I imagined that it was because my parents met
and ma:ried within a few monttr's time. My grandparents
probably did not have a lot of time to prepare themselves
for gift Sving. And then daily life resumed, and before they
knew it, she was ftfty.
The last thing in the room that had caught my eye
uras their wedding picture, which stlll insisted upon
hangng on the yellow wall after all of these years. One of
my father's Narry buddies had photographed them on their
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they had asmall wedding on the ship on
.idtil;e.
blessed day, as
itt" photo turned out remarkably
which he was
that they
well, I thougtrt. T;t*;a at that picture. The love
shared radiated fd; behind th6 glass and transcended
at them to
the two dimensions. It was enoulh just to look
believe in the Power of love'
early in
It was S;; b;g;,-May of 196g. It was toot1.e
bar in
to
the evening to have drawn-much of a crowd were
relaxing
friend, Norm,
;ilh *y F"tft i"rta his best on9
'There
must
Fri{ay'
ttt.ir 4"ty
and drinking
rrrrar.a tables"and mayblfiye other Pgople in
have been t "fter
" V"rimother and auirt Bettv walked in'
iil ;ft. *ft."
at t1.e table
They looked ;;'J# f;;i;*seconds, and'sat
smilin$'
right next 1o ;"i' *y father would always recount,never
giving *y *otlier ? knpwin{Jook' The story
with
"fia
chalgedr 'etiai starea at her. $tt was so beautifiul
sprayed inlo a perfect bee-hive,
her hair aon ,rp
Ufr-.. t"iiotid dresd that atmostshowed
wearing that rr-f.ry"tta
a crisp, white handbag.- fft.t
her knees. n*A'Jtt
looked down-and noticed that I had
we started talking, I ""tri.A
gt u."" under myThumbnail, so I sat like this the whole
itght." I^aughirig each time, he'd sho-w us how he had'Ihid
hi3 thumb, Seniunder his index ald middle fingers.
didn't want her to think that I was a bum," he would say.
She must not have, because four months later, they were
ma:ried. I had to believe in destiny. My aunt's date had
canceled for the evening that they all met. But one
kept nag$in$ me.
question
-rI loudly whiEferEd, "Mom, Mom," a c-o*llg of times,
not wantingto wate her, but needing to. ! fitully had to
lar trer piiliw with my elpow, and she creakily opened one
?y.. "H-mmm. What?" she muttered.
'O.K. . . O.K. But. . . How did you and Dad lsrow
that you were in love, after only, what, four months?" I
asked.
..we weren't,- she said. 'I liked him a lot, and I knew
that he was a good person. But we had to-get maried.
Haven't you en?r dohe the math before?" she said in a
matter-of-fact, if not bitter tone.
In that instarrt, the boxes in the corner of the room,
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and the picture hanging on the yellow wall drained of all
their meaning and became ordinary objects in an every
day life.
"So it didn't happen the way youVe always said?" I
asked, astounded.
"Not exactly. I'm sorqr, honey. There is no such
thing as tme and everlasting love. We are all given lives
and we have to make tl'e best of them. You didn't know
your aunt then, but she had been a wreck after her first
husband died. She was terrified of being alone. That's
why we went out that night. And neither of us were alone
after that. Look. You think you have all of life's answers,
or at least acquire some along the way. But in the end,
you are just extrausted from trying to keep yourself
happy, so you do what you need to to get by," she readily
answered. I turned my head away from her, but I could
still see her out of the corner of my eye. She looked at me
and smiled apologetically, pulled at the blankets, turned
onto her side, and fell asleep again.
--Tfr.eresa Keenan
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Kiss

ltfie

I watch you because I want to,
my everything depends on each action,

you bfink and I shudder,
the power to break me
lies in each breath you steal
from my trembling mouth
where my soul leaks into you,
and you take it all in.,
feeling renewed by the emotion that was mine,
I reach out to touch your lips
still brrrised from my aching torture,
my search for the salvation that is you,
hearing the sound of your voice,
feeling tears brimming at the point of no return,
my heart is too full to hold them back,
because I am holding on so Ughtly,
afraid to release you from my grasp,
so our lips meet once again,
in an attempt to keep this moment alive,
so that I will continue to spill into you,
and it is impossible to tell
where I end and you begin.
--Saratr Crimmins

*sTlrc Editor would Like to apologize Jor the misprinting oJ the
autlwr's naffLe thnt occured in the Febrttnry 1998 issue oJ ttrc
Angle.
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ffi

the Mird

She and her dog
sawme comin$
down the road
offHighland Park.

Then,
they turned away
opposite direction
in dismay.

And in contempt
both gave me
their back.
Only God knows
the stumbling block.
They mightve had
a million reasons.

But how am I suPPosed
to guess?

Iamno
witch;

you knouf
Had I found out
the trouble,
I could've been guilty
of se>cr-ral assault?
Don't bother!
I only read attttudes,
for that's
my career.
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As if I had labels
SEALED
on my forehead
which read:

Bandit,
or rapist.

Burglar,
or mrrrderer.
Assassin,
or felon.

wild,
or vagabond.

Bum,
or dumb.
She and her'puppy'
turned away from me.

--Amarruel MalikWolde
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Lying barren
Stoned on the ground
I am higher
Than you've ever been before

Falling snowflakes
Underrreath my face
I arn higher
Than IVe ever been before
Crying liquid
In between my skin
I am lower
Than IVe ever been before
Lying bamen
Stone cold underground
I €rm lonely
And I'll never be again
--Rebecca Tarbell
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lltre @
He told me that my eyes
resembled Barrrbi, one
hand across my should€r, one
hand on my thigh, moving;
toward heaven in a heated rttsh.
"Deer get shot," I said, cutting
offhis springtime musk
scent, invading mywhite rose.
He seerned to grunt and buck,
ready for tlre grand attack,
hand slippil€ across
the bud of my breast, Pinchittg me
invlse g'lps, he smiles adex/ilish smile.
'What do you hope for?" I ask.
HomenfiJ, he said over mY head.
I ttrrn and $ance at ttre television
behind me and wonder, where
are the gtrys that make roses
out of paper napkins?

--Heather Ruffalo
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Yorr

Don't Scare ItIe F:razzLeurcod Fred
'"There's a monster under my bed," I said.
He claims his name is Frazzlewood Fred
I fear he may even eat my head
I thhk he likes peanut butter instead

I talk to him every night I do
We eat'worrns and toads and ftgarette stew
Riding a camel cryrng boo-hoo-hoo-hoo
And carrying a bamboo that is painted bright blue
-There's a monster under my bed," I said.
He tickles me udth pumpernickel bread
And eats it and leaves cmmbs on my spread
But when I tried to catch h'im he up and he fled

What do I do? What do I do?
No one'll believe that I'm not a cuckoo
They will think that I stole him right out of the zoo
But I didn't, he came from the planet Ztultu
'Ttrere's a monster under my bed," I said.
He came back when he thodght that to him I had pled
I tricked him and chased him and caught as he sped
And I fooled him by putting him into the shed.
--Heather Ruffalo
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Anfthing

Gioes

"Does arrvone have any questions?" Mr' Becker
made the stat6ment sound like a dare. The executive
ptoau""r searched ttre faces of his staff, looking r"-t
IUghi."t hint of uncertainty. Ifanrte's eyes locked wittl
if to say, I knew it. fhe corners of \er tip-s titted
,rp*#as, just enough to suggest that she agreed
"Ugbary
tfre fesults of the meeUng, without looking smug. It
wift
was easy no\,v, it was almost pathetic-Becker liked and wondered
kinne lsxew what Mr.
what was keeping her co-workers from catching o1.. fu
production aslsislants on the longest rrrnning day-time
hr"ma, the live of them had the opportunity to suggest
location shots for episodes shown during, ratin$s sweeps'
The assistant whosL suggestion won BeCker's approval
was rewarded with a weEk out of the office visitin$ the
location. For the past two years, Mr. Becker went wittl
kanrte's choice".^ Sh" knew where high profile men could
discreefly let their hair down. Sun and water were easy to
themselves
find, and her colleagues
presenting itinerariSs of th6 usual s-pot-s. -kanne added
.tia spice the ottrers overlooked. It was harder for
[tr"
to travel flrese days, though, no\f,r that she had
her "itt

4:

ttfl;

tripped

Meredith.
.'we'll go with your suggestion, kanne. Good work.
Take some dme to scout out-the island and if it looks as
good as it sounds, I'll join you in a few days. We'll make
fhe production and talingarrangements when I get there"'
The decision was final.
as clean and
Leanrte's plane lowered itself through
-Atair
the hotel, the
urann as New t'ork s ulas filthy and cold.
man at the desk looked over as if she were on display.
-There must be some mistake, madam, w€ have no
reservation made under your name. A'UIr.. Becker' does
have a reservation for twb, but not until tomonow nigbt."
Tou bet there's been a mistalre; but Mr' Becker
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made it. I'll try someplace else." Old Richard was getting
bolder, hanne thought to herself. Well, screw him, I'll
provide him with his entertainment, but it's not going to be
me.

As she considered her next move, kanne decided to
stretch her legs with a short walk. A motel several blocks
away from the strip looked inviting. The privary of
individual bungalows appealed to her. A coffee shop was
attached to the motel lobby and after reserving a room, she
headed for a seat at the counter.
kanne lit up a cigarette and watched the waitress
approach her. I'm probably in the 'No Smoking" section,
Ieanne thought. 'Listen, Miss, I'll just have this one
cigarette, and then I'll order dinrter."
*They'll kill you, you knour," the waitress said,
loolcing direcfly at kanne.
"I beg your pardon?" asked kanne, a little confused.
*The cigarettes. I used to smoke, too, but I quit. I
got tired of needing them." The waitress gave kanne a
knowing look.
'IVe tried to quit, a doznn times, at least. I guess I
need something dramatic to happen before I give them
up." Ieanne liked the woman's easy maruter.
'"Too late, by then. Well, arryway, don't worry about
smoking here. Anything goes on this island, more or less.
You must be American. I hear you have rr.les for
everything," she said with a laugh.
"We have rules, all right," L€anne said, smiling, "Our
national pastime is trying to {igure out ways to get around
them, though. IVe heard about your'arrything goes'
reputation. Is that for real?"
'I'd say so, but you want to make sure you're the one
deciding what it is that's going ort,' kanne wasn't sure
the waitress mearrt.
*Well, I need to make a few more €urEmgements for
my boss. He'll be here tomonow, he's looldng for some
action, I guess you'd say, and he wants his privary. IVe
already talked \ /ith one of your locals, artd she suggested
the Royale, which is where my boss ls staying."
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"Good choice. As a matter of fact, I used to work
there myself, as €rn escort to visiting businessmen. It's
good m6ney. For a wom€u:t on this island, it's about the
highest paylng work you can get."
'So why are you working here?" kanne asked as she
looked around the tidy but aging restaurant.
The waitress bent over and brought her purse out
from beneath the counter. She opened her wallet and
pulled out a picture of a young girl.
'My daughter, Tamara. Once an escort has a child,
well, jobopportunities are pretty limited. Her father is one
of my formel British clients, and my choices nou/ are either
serving food or senricing the local men. I don't want my
daughter to have a whore for a mother."
kanne thought about the wom€ul. as she undressed
for bed later that ttigttt. She wondered what would make
her change how she lived her life. The phone intermpted

-

her thoughts.
"Miss Clarke, ttds is Rose, from the coffee shop. We
talked earlier? You left your wallet here. My shift ends in
about an hour and I'd be happy to bring it by your room
if you'd like."
"Are you sure, Rose? You must be tired after a long
day. And what about getting home to your daughter?"
didn't want to impose on the woman.
kanne
*Five minutes tJ'is way or ttrat won't make a
difference. It's no big deal, really. Which bungalow are
you
in?" Rose asked.
- staying
*Nineteen, my luclcy number I'll leave the porch
light on for you. Gee, Rose, that's great. I'm in bed
now, catching up on some reading. If I fall asleep
and don't hear yo,r, just pound on the door. franks
a lot, Rose." kanne put the phone down and lay
back on the pillow.
Tropical leaves slashed her face, arms and legsPounding footsteps chased her as she ran panting through
the jungli. kanne sat up in bed, sweat running down-her
temfoles. She heard a scrbam, half-human, half-animal.
nevolving lights sliced through her ba:rrboo blireds. When
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she moved them to get a better view of tJ:e street, she cut
her finger.
Cpolicema.n was bent over a woman. In the dark,
kanne could make out her witd hair, alternating between
a brassy gold and bloody red color in ttre reflection of the
police car lights. Thank God, she thought, someone to
help the woman. She must have been ttre one screamin$.
kanne let go of the blinds and sucked on her finger to
stop the blood. She opened the door and was about to
step onto the porch when she looked out at the street.
She watChed the cop take a club off of his hip, then
unbuckle his belt. As his pants fell around his artkles,
the woman started to scream again. A gagging reflex
churned up from kanne's stomach as she saw the cop
grab the woman by her hair and bash her head. The limp

6ody fell baclnvards, while the predator crawled on top of
it. He started to rape her. There was a group of men
standing nearby, watching and laughing. When the cop
finished, they each took a turn, six of ttrem.
kanne couldn't seem to take her eyes off of tl:e
nightmarish scene. Instinct told her to close the door and
the last thing she saw was the woman lying motionless on
tJre pavement. Leanne's body cmmpled to the floor. She
sat with her arms around her knees and her back against
the door. Tears burned her cheeks and blood seeped from
her finger onto her nightshirt.
As light started to fflter through the blinds, she heard
footsteps outside her bungalow. There was a knock on
her door.
"Miss Clarke, this is the police. WeVe found your
wallet." Her breathing sounded unnaturally loud.
"We caught the woman who stole it from you. She's
in police custody. Let me in and I'll give you your wallet."
Leartne's eyes shot to the locks of her door. Were the
deadbolt and chain fastened? The doorknob turned
slighfly from outside, then stopped. After a few minutes,
a note slipped under her door and she heard the sound
of footsteps moving auray from her porch.
"We have your wallet. Drop by the police station to
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pick it up."

to
kanne wadded the paper into a ball and let it fall and
scrubbing trer arms
the floor. Stre-toofr fottg
"fro*.t,
rifled through her suitcase
Utigft" almost raw. "Her frrgers

G"?rtg througlr shorts ald-T-shirts in search of her
u"t t and spare cash. she picked up the
p;;df,
phone.

^

..I

"idti.

need a cab, now. I need to get to the airport."
The pla'efeli as though th9 iJland air was pushing
it down instead of lifting it iway from the runwayr she
watched the buildings,-pools ald cars become miniature
i.t;.- B;fore dozing !n "n".tho-ught about a little girl
whose mother would never be the s€une'

--fulne Steger

--Jtldy Martin
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dragron love
Alight upon these wf4gs which scream
sunk its flps within vast vats,

Ir

song,

molten desirre,
slowly gtoling mango-votced flowing
mowtng marbles in melded marmaladeoh, fringes si4ged with such sumptuous succulencel
Darrce wfth dragons,
grotesque phantasms prance in swtrling spasms,
ffres reigrrtng in the slgr, each in hrrn rage to die
blazln^g fury as tf cmshed to rr.sh to a death
pharrtasmagortc, a conllagratlon hurliag
to a shattered sea-

the parched pinnacles of

empfled ecstasy

--Jack Livingston
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DeBressed And lroving

ft

I failed another test today
I lost anotherjob todayMy girlfriend left me today
_
That's ok, I still have tomorrow

--Jonathan Pnftzman

--Judy Martin
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rTotrrney
weaving pieces of
me together, I reclaim
my body and soul
--Suzaffirie M. Wood

--Judy Martin
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Togrether
When everything is over
When our glory has reached its end
When there's nothing left to cling to
But the hand of a faithful friend
When so marry people have entered our lives
And left itjust as fast
Only one will still be there
A constarrt to the last
When our faces have been touched
By time's unforgiving hand
Our hearts will still be young as ever
And together we'll still stand
When the world around us is crowded
With the things that we have known
And the things that we have made together
As through the years weVe growrr
When the echo of children's voices
Is long gone from our hall
Hand-in-hand we will walk
Through the memories of it all

And then fmally when our eyes a,re shut
And we are taken from these things
Together we will be lifted up
And together, given wings
--Rebecca Tarbell
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